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Abstract— This study introduce a new method for learning Jawi 
for  deaf  children by  adding  some  hand signs  and  named the 
method as jFakih. Since  Fakih is  a learning  method for  deaf 
children to  read Quran,  it's  also  possible  to  be  used  in  Jawi 
learning for deaf children. Fakih used number and colours to 
recognize the Arabic character and also the script.   We also 
designed the reference model for jFakih for future development 
of mobile application. By using waterfall-agile hybrid method, we 
gathered the requirements and designed the model using UML 
technique. The model was validated through prototype 
development and some survey was implemented to get feedbacks 
from users. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 
Continuous advances in mobile computing lead to the 
emergence of various kinds of application development. These 
applications are not merely focusing to the adults, but the target 
user could be the children as well as the disability peoples. 
Disabilities people such as deaf person could be the target user. 
The application for the deaf is made because of their illiteracies 
and difficulties to receive and access textual information [1]. 
Due to this matter, they are also having the right to learn in 
order to step along with the normal person in term of delivering 
and receiving the information. Hence, this study is proposed to 
develop a Jawi script mobile game application for deaf people 
according to Fakih method approach called as jFakih Learning 
Game. Based on numbers and colors approach, the method was 
developed by Aziah and her fellow team with the aims to teach 
al-Quran to the deaf and mute students [2]. 
 
According to the historical records, the existence of Jawi 
script  in  Malaysia  has  been  spread  out  since  in  the  14th 
century. It was originally related to the propagation of Islam 
throughout Malacca from the Arab country [3]. Nowadays, the 
influence of practicing Jawi scripting in writing and reading in 
Malaysia is slowly fading according to the widely use of 
Romanised Malay. Eventually, Jawi script has limited use 
nowadays and may be forgotten in the future. The need to learn 
and refresh back Jawi scripting is crucial. Edutainment 
approach of the jFakih learning game is essential in order to 
refresh back Jawi scripting particularly to the deaf people. 
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The issues and problems had been carried out based on the 
content analysis on the previous paper, for instance [7], [10] 
and [11] and observation on the current needs. Jawi script is 
currently less using neither in formal or informal writing. 
Since most of Malaysian, especially Malay people used to use 
Romanised Malay to read and write, Jawi scripting is being 
neglected. Nevertheless, Jawi scripting should be preserved 
even it is a traditional script use in Malaysia [4]. There are 
digitized Jawi script contributed by the Malaysian and 
Indonesian developer, but the target user is more to the normal 
user. As for deaf people, the illiteracy lead to the delivering and 
receiving information become complicated. The reason is the 
only visual text information itself usually not understandable 
by this kind of people [5]. Thus, they need another additional 
method, such as Fakih method in order to learn the sign of each 
letter effectively. Deaf people also need an interactive 
application to support their education on Jawi learning instead 
of dull and boring classes. They should be able to learn and 
play by themselves without the presence of their teacher [6]. 
This kind of game seems not much available in the market, 
especially in Android application. Hence, the casual way of 
playing and learning for deaf people should be developed. 
 
Throughout this paper, section II described in the 
background of  the  study regarding mobile  application with 
Jawi and Fakih method, section III explained on methodology, 
section  IV  analyzed  on  the  findings,  section  V   is  the 
discussion, and lastly the future work and the conclusion are 
derived. 
 
II.     BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
 
A.  Fakih Learning 
Fakih is a teaching method for people with disabilities to 
read Quran. It was recently introduced by [1] with an approach 
learning Hijaiyyah letter, dot and vowel sign based on number 
and color. Since the Jawi script and Arabic script bring not 
much different, Fakih method could be used for Jawi learning 
as well. Fakih method also has the capabilities to give positive 
learning impact to other disabilities people such as dyslexia and 
autism. The current teaching technique of Fakih method is 
using books and card based which are not fully attracting the 
disabilities people’s attention. Instead of teaching the current 
technique of Fakih method, this kind of special student needs 
something more fun and interactive way and tool to make them 
get engaged in learning Jawi. Thus, this study will explore the 
appropriate way to attract disabilities people particularly the 
deaf people to learn Jawi script through mobile game. 
 
B.  Jawi Learning 
The Jawi script contains 35 letters which is 6 of the letters 
is the additional letters from Arabic letters [7]. In Malaysia, the 
government introduced J-QAF approach for primary school for 
students to learn the Jawi script, Quran, Arabic and ‘Fardhu 
Ain’. This initiative will be further introduced to the students in 
secondary school to ensure the Jawi script never be forgotten 
[8]. The implementations of these approaches are particularly 
in Malaysia. However, they are not suitable for deaf people to 
learn Jawi since they have difficulties in communicating with 
their teachers. Hence, having a special method to learn Jawi for 
deaf people should be a pleasure for them during the learning 
process. 
 
C.  Learning Through Mobile Games 
Learning through playing games using mobile devices will 
make the learning process become more interesting [9]. This 
situation of learning will be more motivating and entertaining. 
Furthermore, it will bring the passive learner towards more 
challenging and actively participate in class. Some initiatives 
have been undertaken by several parties to boost up the interest 
of learning Jawi and at the same time to preserve Jawi script. 
Among them are Jawi Word Search Game, an educational 
game that runs on the Android operating system for mobile 
[10]. This game is mainly focusing on the youngsters to learn 
spelling in Jawi script. There is also learning game focusing to 
youngsters for learning Jawi developed by [11], called as snake 
and ladder game. However, it was a computer game which is 
not compatible with mobile devices. 
 
Another mobile application called as SMILE (Science and 
Math in an Immersive Learning Environment) is an application 
targeting the deaf and hearing user that uses fantasy virtual 3D 
environment to learn Science and Mathematics [12]. However, 
there is no invention on teaching Jawi through mobile game 
that merely focusing to the deaf people. Based on the analysis, 
this study is attempting to design a reference model by 
employing Fakih method focusing to the deaf people through 
mobile. 
 
III.    METHODOLOGY 
To develop the model, we employed Waterfall-Agile 
Hybrid Model as shown in Fig. 1. The approach basically is a 
combination of waterfall model and also the agile practice 
methods.  The i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  w a s  d i v i d e d  
i n t o  3    main modules. First, learning module, follow by quiz 
module and the third module is the memory game module. 
Each reference model and scripting was done separately by 
module and follows each step in the approach. Below are the 6 
steps; 
 
1) Project Initializing and Planning: This first stage is 
very crucial at this stage where we started to plan for project 
management, tooling, development coordination and set-up 
the instrument. This is the phase where the goal and objective 
is determined [13]. In this study, we prefer to use Rational 
Rose as a tool to construct the model and eclipse SDK using  




Fig. 1.  Waterfall-Agile Hybrid Method 
 
 
2) Requirement   Analysis:   At   this   stage,   the   entire 
requirement made by the user or client is gathered. Initial 
requirement has been made by literature survey and interview 
2   teachers  who  involved  in  disabilities  education  from 
Akademi  Fakih  Intelek,  Kuala  Lumpur.  The requirements 
were analyzed and the functional requirements and non- 
functional requirements were filtered out. 
 
3) High Level Architecture: Here, internal and external 
design of the system will be drafted out. This high level 
architecture phase is actually the design phase of the system 
that is going to be developed. Under this stage, use case, 
sequence and collaboration diagram, and class diagram of the 
system is developed. Referring to the jFakih learning game, 
the interface or the layout of the game is drafted on a paper. 
 
4) Coding and Unit Testing: This is the part where the 
agile practice started. Rapid development of the system is in 
place. The developments of prototype take place at this stage. 
By using eclipse as a tool, the prototype is coded and run by 
module. Lastly, the entire module is combined, and tested 
again. 
 
5) Testing Implementation:  Testing implementation is 
testing the deliverables. This is the part where the user will get 
hands on the system and give feedback to improve the system 
and fix bugs. In this stage, 5 deaf children age between 9 to 15 
years old use the application and answer the questionnaire 
about their comment and satisfaction with the help of their 
teachers. These children are from Akademi Fakih Intelek, 
Kuala Lumpur. Here, we install jFakih applications in mobile 
phone model Samsung s4 and give to the children and teachers 
by turn to play around. After 10 minutes, they need to answer 
the questionnaire consist of 10 questions and hand on the 





6) Project    Windup:   Documents   the    whole    project 
altogether, this is where the development ends for each 
deliverable. This is to make sure it is easy to track and easily 
to follow up the process. The report on the implementation 
and the whole process was recorded. 
 
IV.    FINDINGS 
The above methodology guides to a proper study and 
produce   beneficial   findings.   All   the   requirements   were 
collected and captured in this study. The reference models had 
been carried out and presented as several diagrams such as use 
case diagram, activity diagram, sequence diagram, 
collaboration diagram and class diagram. Table 1 below listed 
the entire functional requirements that had been filtered out 
from the requirement stage. There are four main requirements 








Requirement Requirement Description 
 
Learn Jawi Fakih 
 
o Player taps on Learn Jawi Fakih button. 
o Player  will  be  directed  into  the  first  alphabet 
learning which is alphabet ‘alif’. 
o Player needs to swipe each of the page to learn 
other alphabet. 
o Player can tap return button to return to main 
menu. 
 
Answer Quiz  
o Player taps on fakih quiz button 
o Player taps on Start quiz button 
o Player can answer the question by tapping on the 
picture which indicates the answer. 
o Player can play next question by tapping next 
button. 





o Player taps on memory game button 
o Player chooses either jawi alphabet, jFakih hand 
sign or combination of both memory game. 
o Player  can  play  again  after  finish  playing  the 
current game. 
o Player can return to main menu by tapping main 
menu button. 
Exit application  




Basically, all the listed requirements above were captured 
and represented using use case in Fig. 2. There are mainly four 
requirements that jFakih learning game should have, which are 
player can learn jawi fakih, player can answer the quiz, player 
can play memory game and player can exit the application. 
 
 




We also have a complete model consist of activity diagram, 
sequence diagram, collaboration diagram and class diagram. 
However, we do not include here due to limited space. The 
prototype development was developed based on the 
requirement to evaluate the model. The pictures below were 
captured after the installation of the application by using an 




























As presented in Fig. 3, this is the first page that appears 
when the player opens this application. All four buttons acting 
as main menu will direct to another page when the user taps or 



























Fig. 4.  Example of Learning Page 
 
One of the examples in learning page is shown in Fig. 4. 
The player can view and learn Jawi through this section. To 
go to another alphabet and hand sign, the player need to swipe 
the screen. To make it easy to navigate, the player can swipe to 





























When the user click on the “Answer quiz” button in the 
main menu, the question as captured in Fig. 5 will appear. To 
answer, the player needs to click one of the pictures. When the 
answer is correct or incorrect, toast message will appear to 
indicate either the answer is right or wrong. The player may 
click “Next” button to go to the next question or click on 
“Main Menu” button to return back to the main menu. 
 
 


































Fig.6 illustrates the sub menu of memory game option. The 
player may choose to play a memory game with jawi alphabet 
picture, jFakih hand sign or alphabet hand sign. Fig 7 is one of 
the example screens appeared when the player click “jFakih 
handsign” button. The player may click on the brown block to 
open the picture inside the block. If the two pictures matched, 
the brown block will disappear. If not match, the block will 
close again and remain the same. After the user finishes their 
game,  the  number  of  trials  to  match  the  pictures  will  be 
 
 
appeared and they may tap on New Game button appeared to 
start a new game. 
 
V.     DISCUSSION 
The constructed reference model in this study was validated 
through prototype development. All the requirements gathered 
lead to the construction of use case diagram, sequence diagram, 
collaboration diagram and class diagram. At the end of this 
study, a complete prototype of the jFakih Learning Game was 
developed. A survey has made to 5 deaf children age between 9 
to 15 years old to use the application and answer the 
questionnaire   about   satisfaction.   The   satisfaction   scale 
indicates the ranking from 1 to 5 which is 1 to 2 is not satisfied, 
3 is moderate, 4 and 5 are satisfied. To make it more 
comfortable and understandable, they were guided by teacher 
to a n s w e r  t h e  q u e s t i o n n a i r e . All o f  t h e m  w e r e  
e n j o y i n g  learning and use the application. They even ask 
for more application like this in the future to make them 
learn better. Fig. 8 Below is the chart describes the level of 
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AVG of Satisfaction level 
 
 




As for the contribution, the JFakih learning game is a 
learning game application that will give advantages to both 
normal people and deaf people. As for the normal people, they 
would be able to communicate with the deaf. This 
communication is very important, especially for a teacher that 
requires teaching this kind of special students to sit and learn 
together with their students, since not all of the teachers are 
well aware of the existence Fakih and jFakih method. This 
game is not just valuable to the teacher, yet relevant to be 
played by the parents and family member of the deaf in order 
to improve their communication skill with the deaf people and 
encourage Jawi learning process. 
In terms of benefits to the deaf people, this application 
allows them to test their memory as well as a platform of 
learning Jawi. Moreover, Fakih method is a very good 
approach to learn Arabic and Jawi. By doing this study, the use 
of Fakih method would be spread out to the communities. In 
addition, it will contribute to the Malaysian Government 
Campaign for the Malaysian communities to learn Jawi. 
Although Jawi scripting has limited use nowadays, we should 
preserve this Malay symbolic of culture by making it more 
interactive in term of learning. 
 
However, we also put this system into limitation to narrow 
down the scope. We only develop the prototype of jFakih 
Learning Game and we have planned to extend it to a complete 
application and deploy it into Google Play for others to 
download it. This study also focuses on android platform where 
the other potential platform, for instance iOS and BlackBerry 
OS should also be considered for the development. Moreover, 
this study is merely focusing on deaf people, where other 
disabilities should be included in this study. 
 
VI.    CONCLUSION 
People with disabilities such as deaf people are having 
limitations in term of learning and education. Technology 
emerges, but they are left far behind in technology since the 
developments of application that contribute to the deaf people 
are less developed. Concerning on this issue and take Jawi 
learning as a field and mobile learning as a platform, reference 
models and prototype was developed in this study. The 
satisfaction gained from the survey and the validated prototype 
developed through the construction of the reference model 
fulfils the objective in this study. In general, this study reaches 
its goal. However, some limitation incurred could not be 
avoided. In future, it is suggested that this learning can be 
expanded from the basic alphabet into more complicated 
learning such as spelling using jawi alphabet and put more 
challenging games to attract the user. Thus, more applications 
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